
PASSPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

• 6В04202– Jurisprudence

THE PURPOSE OF THE 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Training of lawyers with fundamental knowledge and practical skills, high
responsibility, competitive in the labor market, owning the latest technologies,
capable of effective work in the specialty at the level of world standards.

FIELD OF PROFESSIONAL 
ACTIVITY

The graduate carries out his professional activity in the field of protection,

provision, guarantees of compliance with the rights and legitimate interests of

the state, individuals and legal entities arising in connection with the violation of

the norms of law.



LEARNING 
OUTCOMES 
(LO)

РО1 - applies normative legal acts in specific areas of legal activity, implements the norms of
substantive and procedural law in professional activities;

РО2 - applies the conceptual provisions of the branch and special sciences, the essence and content of
the basic concepts, categories, institutions, legal statuses of subjects of legal relations in various
branches of substantive and procedural law;

РО3 - determine the qualified legal norms to be applied in a particular field of legal activity;

РО4 take into account the legal positions developed by law enforcement bodies (courts, prosecutor's
offices, etc.) when qualifying legal structures.);

РО5 applies the skills of concretization of legal norms in non-standard legal situations (gaps in law,
conflicts of legal norms, the need to concretize general norms and principles, identify specific content
in value judgments, etc.);

РО6 - - implements the performance of official duties to ensure the rule of law and order, the security
of the individual, society, and the state;

РО7 - identifies, suppresses, discloses and investigates crimes and other offenses;

РО8 - simulates the prevention of offenses, identifies and eliminates the causes and conditions that
contribute to their commission;

РО9 - uses information technology in the field of law;

РО10 - analyze legal information and correctly formulate relevant conclusions and conclusions in the
state, Russian and foreign languages.


